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Abstract

Previous reports show that it is not uncommon for
patients to have two viruses at the same time. At
the current time, we do not know how to treat co-
infections. In order to test the effects of having
these concurrent infections, we simulate the two
infections using a mathematical model. We use
our model to simulate influenza A virus (IAV) coin-
fected with respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and
parainfluenza virus (PIV) coinfected with human
rhinovirus (hRV). Using the model, we can esti-
mate the co-duration of the viruses, the individ-
ual duration, and the peak virus amount for both
viruses, both with and without drug treatment of the
infections to figure out the best treatment strate-
gies for co-infections. We find that sometimes
treating one infection can lead to the lengthening
of the other infection.

Viral Replication

We assumme that all viruses undergo the same
basic replication process. Virus enters the cell by
binding to surface receptors. Once inside, it uses
cell replication machinery to make copies of itself.
Eventually pieces of the virions assemble at the
cell surface and leave the cell.

Coinfection Model

Target cells

Eclipse cells Infectious cells

Infectious cellsEclipse cells

In the model, the two viruses follow a typical repli-
cation process and compete for the target cells.

Coinfection Equations

Target cells :
dT

dt
= −β1TV1 − β2TV2

Eclipse cells :
dEi

dt
= βiTVi − kiEi

Infected cells :
dIi
dt

= kiEi − δiIi

Virus :
dVi
dt

= piIi − ciVi

In the model, target cells are infected by either
virus at rate βi. The cells then enter the eclipse
phase (Ei) where the virus is replicating inside the
cells, but not yet producing virus. The cells move
from the eclipse phase to the infectious phase (Ii)
at rate ki and die at rate δi. Virus is produced at
rate pi by infectious cells and virus is cleared at
rate ci.

Modeling Drug Effect

We model the effect of a drug using the drug efficacy,
a number between 0 and 1, that is related to the drug
concentration,

ε =
εmaxD

D + IC50

where D is the drug concentration, εmax is the maximum
effect of the drug, and IC50 is the concentration at which
half the maximum effect is achieved. We model a drug
that blocks infection by multiplying β by (1−ε). We model
a drug that blocks viral release by multiplying p by (1−ε).

Methods

•We study two different pairs of viruses.

• IAV and RSV are paired together because their growth
rates are similar.

•PIV and hRV are paired together because PIV’s growth
rate is much slower than hRV.

•The affect of coinfection might vary drastically for the
different pairs.

•The parameter values for all four viruses are taken from
Pinky and Dobrovolny (2016) PloS One.

Similar Growth Rates

We applied drugs that block infection to both viruses,
varying the efficacy from 0 (no drug) to 1 (fully block-
ing infection). The contour plots below show the effect
of treatment on the coinfection duration (top) and the du-
ration of infection of each virus individually (center and
bottom).

Different Growth Rates

We used the same drugs on the two viruses with
different growth rates. The top contour plot shows
the effect of treatment on coinfection duration and
the bottom plots show the effect on the duration of
infection of each virus individually.

Conclusion

•For similar viruses near a drug efficacy of 0.8,
for both viruses, the coinfection duration is at its
longest.

•Unless we are certain efficacy is very high,
treating these coinfections may lead to longer
durations.

•Even with only one drug working on only a virus
with an efficacy of 0.8, the co-infection is not
much shorter.

•For viruses with different growth rates, drug
treatment helps if the faster-growing virus is
treated.

Future Directions

•Previous work suggests that the inclusion of su-
perinfection and cell regeneration can lead to
chronic coinfections. We would like to investi-
gate the effect of treatment on chronic, rather
than acute, infections.

•Stochastic simulation of the model will allow us
to estimate how often treatment can suppress
both infections.

•Delayed treatment can affect treatment out-
come; we would like to determine how long
treatment can be delayed before becoming in-
effective.


